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Electromagnetic Radiation Survival Information is a useful and actionable step-by-step , complete and up
to date EMF/EMR detection and protection guide and reference manual. Indeed EMF has become one of
the greatest health hazards of our situations. Jonathan Halpern PhD offers extensive background in
Wellness Sciences and Engineering and a keen interest in EMF's function in health and sickness. Dr.The
proliferation of electrical power and wireless technology has caused a massive increase in electromagnetic
fields (EMF) in our environment. There is now substantial scientific evidence that Electromagnetic
Radiation (EMR) exposure well below existing security standards may cause a variety of bio-effects that
increase the risk of serious diseases including cancer tumor, neuro-degenerative disorders, sleep problems
and behavioral disorders. It addresses the most important EMF/EMR issues including cellular phone &
telecommunication towers, sensible meters, cell phones, tablets, laptops, Wi-Fi, Blue-tooth, hi voltage
power cables, electrical appliances and wiring. Enough time to safeguard ourselves against
electromagnetic radiation is NOW.
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Remove your DE risk or die Good info from this book, but get other books on this National problem too,
as this issue is too large to ignore and it'll be decades prior to the DE standards will be changed by our
government or our Utilities. It appears that the Climate Switch correctional measure that our government
wants to implement, has generated even more DE on the public. Seems to have a disclaimer of some kind
on every few pages, after a while it becomes ridiculous.. We all have been at risk and need to informed
our family, friends and politicians of the concern. Mostly Good Information The actual book text is all
double line spacing that makes it hard to read.! Before and after measurements for several configurations
would have been interesting. To improve my root cause, I have installed Green Method DE filters
throughout my house, remove my intelligent meter!!! and a total hospital expense of $70,000). I came
across that dirty electricity (DE) was my real cause for just two stints in a healthcare facility ER for A-Fib,
which triggered a weeks stay each time in order to correct the blood clots that visited my lungs (a lifestyle
threatening ordeal ! I would have liked even more on the theory of electromagnetic field propagation and
the effects of partial shielding.! Dr., and removed all sources of DE (dimmer switches, fluorescent lights,
CFL, etc.).. Good, but tells just portion of the story Accurate and valid details, but a tiny dry read.. The
other was within 200 yards of a cell tower. Useful information/ Basic information regarding EMF and has
good information if you are not aware of how this might affect you.!! I also would like to have read more
about the materials used for shielding... brand names, sources of supply, application strategies. They eye
is conditioned to find the next line of text message to be immediately below, not really with a line of
whitespace in-between... Of the many, many such books I've read, I find this the most helpful for the lay
reader, trying to mitigate the mess our electronic and wireless world has gotten us into. Many thanks
Jonathan Halpern for the teim and treatment you took on paper this. Stimulated test and verification of
feasible danger in home purchase This book was helpful in reviewing concerns in two houses we were
looking at purchasing. One experienced a major power line running withing 60 yards of the trunk of the
home.. With my Trifield 100XE I measured both sites and found that outside they were both above safe
levels Good suggestions on how exactly to protect from emf Doesn t really get too much into the adverse
health ramifications of emf and rf. Good actionable assistance on emf safety though. extremely factual,
but I wanted more. I've a hybrid car with a battery pack and it has begun to occur if you ask me that I am
bombarded with EMF within it. This book has helped understand this and how to get some rest from this.
I am much more aware now of the impact on my body. Appears to have a disclaimer of some kind on
every ... My home receives high degrees of DE (326) from the grid from not far from solar installations,
cell towers, and neighbor's smart meters. My first book about them but was greatly dissapointed in this
content. Expected more solid details, not disclaimers. Good information for everybody. We want to be
familiar with EMF emissions from modern electrical devices Lots of current information and advice in one
book.! Halpern explains stuff within an easy-to-understand fashion. There are no pills it is possible to
consider to solve all the medical conditions that DE will create! Most of the info is good and accurate but
there's text that describes filthy power filter solutions like a purchased container type filtration system but
there was no reference to using ferrite split cores chokes or toroids which are amazing and low cost.
There is several areas where the information is certainly repeated and it could be better to reference the
information than to do it again word for word. It is much easier to learn the Kindle version compared to
the actual book edition. More split core chokes can even be added if needed instead of an expensive plug
in filtration system with questionable internals. Great Information on something essential we dont see. Of
the numerous, many such books I have read . A reasonable effort by the writer ruined to fatten-out the
reserve. Protect yourself NOW. Double Spacing Annoying The use of double spacing is visually annoying.
Some countries have requirements of 50 or less of DE. Three Stars Expected more Two Stars poor Very
informative I learned everything I needed to out of this book. I recommend it, hopefully it can help my
household eliminate our headaches living next to the power plant.
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